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Shanghai Shopping Guide

Shanghai is a modern, vibrant, and wealthy city with a serious shopping addiction. The
Shanghainese have a reputation for being glamorous, fashionable lovers of luxury goods.
Who could blame them, though, with such a diversity of department stores, malls, antique
markets, and cool vintage shops? From the old-world markets to gleaming new malls,
there nearly endless shopping options. These are the neighborhoods you should visit.

The tree-lined avenues of the old French quarter of the city still offer an air of chic
refinement that’s a peaceful respite from the hustle and bustle of Shanghai. Here you can
browse boutiques, unique and funky vintage stores, and curiosity shops like Madame
Mao’s Dowry. It’s also the neighborhood to buy local Shanghai-designed clothing.

Jing An Kerry Centre

18 reviews

This modern Shanghai landmark includes a mall with a variety of national and
international fashion brands, including top-end retailers like Issey Miyaki and Burberry. It
also hosts art and events.

More
New world city plaza

56 reviews

The New World City plaza on Nanjing Road is an all-in-one entertainment complex. Along
with a variety of shops, there is also an ice rink, an indoor playground, karaoke, and a
movie theatre.

More
Joy City Shopping Mall (Xizang road)

47 reviews

Local and international brands are well-represented at this mall and entertainment
destination with a Ferris wheel and movie theater. Find mid-market retailers including GAP,
Adidas, and Columbia.
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More
Shanghai First Foodmall

73 reviews

Come hungry and leave happy. This food mall stocks a huge range of local foods and
Shanghai specialties that make perfect souvenirs. Try the moon cakes, white rabbit candy,
and pastries.

More
Shanghai's Hongqiao Pearl Market

247 reviews

Pearls are an excellent souvenir in Shanghai and can be found for a bargain here. You'll
also find silk, bags, and jewelry, but the pearls are the real draw for the many tourists that
shop here.

More
South Bund Soft Spinning Material Market

1,279 reviews

The South Bund market is the best place to find tailors and seamstresses to create one-of-
a-kind bespoke garments. Your new clothes are often ready in just a few days, and
sometimes within 24 hours.

More
Xintiandi Style

1 review

Located in the south block of Xintiandi, this style mall is a showcase for Chinese fashion
and design talent. Find high-quality fashion boutiques, beauty brands, and specialty foods
here.

More
Iapm Shopping Mall

67 reviews

Iapm is a sleek and stylish mall in the Puxi shopping district. Find international high-end
designers like Gucci, Prada, and Dolce & Gabbana in this luxurious and beautiful space.

More
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Madame Mao's Dowry

Find vintage, quirky Chinese-made arts, crafts, and souvenirs in this emporium of kitsch.
Located in the old French Concession area, it also showcases work with revolutionary
themes by local artists.

More
k11 Art

37 reviews

This glorious structure is the first art mall in mainland China and is a spectacle to behold.
So much more than just a shopping center, the extraordinary building houses trendy shops
on three floors.

More
Metro City Plaza

60 reviews

The giant globe outside this mall has become a landmark, especially as it lights up at night.
Inside you'll find fashion, electronics, and a good selection of European style bakeries and
restaurants.

More
Yuyuan Bazar

802 reviews

Tourists flock to this very popular and busy marketplace for an experience of old Shanghai.
The shops that provide an assortment of wares are surrounded by traditional style
Chinese buildings.

More
Shanghai IFC Mall

219 reviews

Spread over six floors, this mall offers a broad selection of fashion from many well-known
brands, including Cartier and Louis Vuitton. Restaurants, eateries, and a cinema round out
the offerings.

More
Bailian Outlets Plaza
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26 reviews

A 30-minute drive from the city, score a bargain at the Bailian Outlets Plaza. Many well-
known famous brands, including Nike, Lacoste, and luxury names are represented at
incredible discounts.

More
Dream cloud nine Shopping Mall (changning)

59 reviews

Seven stories of this 58-floor skyscraper are home to the department store Cloud Nine.
Here, you’ll find fashion, jewelry, plus entire floors for electronics and gadgets.

More
Tian Zi Fang

3,000 reviews

Find this trendy arts area full of boutiques selling crafts and souvenirs in the lanes of the
French Concession district. Historical buildings house a mix of independent artisans and
tourist shops.

More
Tianshan Tea City

166 reviews

This multi-story indoor market is devoted entirely to tea and tea paraphernalia. You can
pick up a new teapot, strainer, and browse a huge variety of teas to find the perfect brew.

More
ShiLiu Pu Cloth Market

43 reviews

Smaller and less chaotic than South Bund, the ShiLiu Pu Cloth Market stocks all styles and
types of fabric plus trim, buttons, and sewing supplies.

More
Super Brand Mall

189 reviews
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Leave plenty of time to browse the staggering 13 floors in the gigantic Super Brand Mall in
Pudong. It's one of the largest shopping centers in Asia and carries European, American,
and Asian brands.

More
Traveller Ranked
Book Online

Shanghai Melody
242 reviews
#1 of 557 Shopping in Shanghai

“Old laneways, barber shops, great food, silk pyjama shops and on it goes.”

“She took us shopping too and was able to negotiate good deals on our behalf!”

Learn More

See 51 Experiences

Shopping Tours Shanghai-Day Tour
559 reviews
#2 of 557 Shopping in Shanghai

“MJ, the owner, truly knows the shopping scene and loves the city, speaks fluent Mandarin
and has an endless bounty of helpful suggestions that will serve you long beyond the tour,
from shopping to dining to nightl...”

“Our Belgian guide Caroline was fantastic, very knowledgeable about the city and culture
and took us to some fabulous places to shop.”

Learn More
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Shanghai International Glasses Mall
147 reviews
#4 of 557 Shopping in Shanghai

“We took the escalator up from street level and found ourselves presented with an
amazing number of shops all with inviting displays and people.”

“Always a pleasure shopping with her and everyone that I have gotten glasses for loves
them.”

Learn More

See 2 Experiences

Tianshan Tea City
166 reviews
#5 of 557 Shopping in Shanghai

“Highly recommend visiting shop 2133 on level 2 for tea master Sara Xue, she speaks
excellent English and has a good variety of teas to sample, we also visited Suzie's place at
1051 on level 1 which was also a grea...”

“We tried well over 10 different types of teas and bought  a wide variety as gifts, everyday
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teas and special luxury series at affordable prices. ”

Learn More

See 3 Experiences

Shanghai Propaganda Poster Art Centre
872 reviews
#6 of 557 Shopping in Shanghai

“Get the metro to Shanghai Library, it’s a half mile walk but that’s great as well, it’s through
streets lined with trees and over the walls and through gates you can see houses that look
like they have been droppe...”

“It's got a great little gift shop where I bought far too many postcards, and they have a nice
collection of books and even original copies of Mao's little red book in multiple languages.”

Learn More

See 25 Experiences

A.P. Plaza Yinyang Market
376 reviews
#7 of 557 Shopping in Shanghai

“This is THE STORE you absolutely cannot miss if you’re going there for some good
shopping: best glasses, coolest and most trendy sunnies and that’s the ONLY PLACE where
I could found the CD visor I so desperately...”

“Although our family is very conservative, we all quickly got into the game of haggling and
walked away with some great bargains for bags, handbags, shoes, women's jackets &
coats, watches, sunglasses and a tailore...”
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Learn More

See 11 Experiences

Shanghai IFC Mall
219 reviews
#8 of 557 Shopping in Shanghai

“Great place to Stay! Confy great swimming pool & gym Reasonable breakfast Fancy
shopping mall right next to it... with all the fancy stores”

“... / Montblanc / Moussy+ / MTM / Mu / Muji N Nicholas & Bears / Noesa O o’blu / Onitsuka
Tiger P Palace Cinema / Palladium / Pandora /  Panerai / Petit Bateau / Piaget / Pinko / Ports
1961 / Prada / Puma select / ...”

Learn More

See 1 Experience

Yuyuan Bazar
802 reviews
#9 of 557 Shopping in Shanghai

“There are restaurants, an ancient park, lovely shops where you can get your name printed
in Mandarin, you can find pearls, tourist gifts, cravings, junk and and lots lots of stuff.”

“We loved it here, you only need an hour or so if you just want to soak up the atmosphere
but there is also great shopping and restaurants too.”
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Learn More

See 79 Experiences

Yuyuan Old Street
1,267 reviews
#10 of 557 Shopping in Shanghai

“We spent most of the day in and around Yuyuan and could have spent more time as there
is so much to do and see.The old street is definitely worth a visit and an ideal place to pick
up souvenirs.”

“There are some good shops selling local products, a delightful little Koi Carp pool and a
famous tea house but watch for the queues of local people at the takeaway dumpling
store!”

Learn More

See 166 Experiences

West Nanjing Road
180 reviews
#11 of 557 Shopping in Shanghai

“Nanjin Road easy to west is wild Nonstop High end shops Street hustlers Massage
Hookers KFC Watson’s McDonald’s Uniqlo Apple shop Huge shops and malls Subway
Wherever you go whatever you want is here”

“The road is split into East-West and a large part of it is for pedestrian-only.”
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Learn More

See 10 Experiences

Qibao Old Street
461 reviews
#12 of 557 Shopping in Shanghai

“If you tire of the crowds and shops, just take a walk down a side alley and look at the
quieter part of town.”

“Walking path full of small shops selling various items from souvenirs, traditional costumes
and exotic China good.”

Learn More

See 16 Experiences

LWH Gallery
66 reviews
#13 of 557 Shopping in Shanghai

Learn More

See 1 Experience
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Shanghai's Hongqiao Pearl Market
247 reviews
#14 of 557 Shopping in Shanghai

“Take the Metro subway train to the Science & Technology Museum station and when you
exit the station with your ticket through the barrier the markets are right there.”

“Went to buy some jewelry, ended up at Laura's store, great service, great prices and great
collection of quality pearls.”

Learn More

See 6 Experiences

Kerry Parkside Mall
72 reviews
#15 of 557 Shopping in Shanghai

“The hotel is lovely- the rooms were spacious, the staff was friendly,  and the
dining/shopping options were wide...but the location of the hotel is about 30 minutes from
Shanghai city center during non-traffic hour...”

“You can find many nice shops, many different restaurants and cafe.”

Learn More
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Shanghai Advisor
50 reviews
#16 of 557 Shopping in Shanghai

Learn More

See 60 Experiences

Iapm Shopping Mall
67 reviews
#17 of 557 Shopping in Shanghai

“IMAX cinema and standard screens, a large Apple store, Nespresso store, Din Tai Fung
outlet (amazing xiaolongbao ~ dumplings) and all the usual high end and quirky brands is
complemented by a range of food outlets...”

“Eye candy for luxury shopping.... words cannot describe the beauty of this mall, its
architecture and ambience.... premium labels, great restaurants and good for spending
time indoors”

Learn More

See 4 Experiences

Henderson celebrity Shopping Center
75 reviews
#18 of 557 Shopping in Shanghai

Learn More
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Super Brand Mall
189 reviews
#19 of 557 Shopping in Shanghai

“Super fancy Mall! huge nice shopping mall with 13 floors, a lot of cool shops (there used to
be even an Angry Birds cafe!) and over 70 restaurants!”

“Thanks He Ping, will patronize your restaurant when I visit Shanghai again and I have told
friends about Skateboard Chicken in Shanghai.”

Learn More

See 1 Experience

Sunflower Tours
23 reviews
#20 of 557 Shopping in Shanghai

“Day 1 (Bund, Downtown Shanghai, Dumpling Shop, Old Shanghai, Yu Garden, People's
Park, Shopping in Shanghai, Shanghai Tower, dinner along the Bund) Day 2 (Trip to Souzho,
Lingering Garden, Rickshaw ride around Sou...”

Learn More
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See 30 Experiences

Dream cloud nine Shopping Mall (changning)
59 reviews
#21 of 557 Shopping in Shanghai

“Beautiful modern shopping mall.”

Learn More

Raffles Square
61 reviews
#22 of 557 Shopping in Shanghai

“Starbucks and KFC are right on the ground floor and forms an inviting mall front for both
international and local visitors too, especially on an unexpected chilly evening.”

“There is also restaurants and coffee ( Starbucks inside and outside.)”

Learn More
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Xingmu Handicraft Tianzifang
47 reviews
#23 of 557 Shopping in Shanghai

“A touristic arts and crafts enclave that has developed from a renovated traditional
residential area in the french connection area of Shanghai, China.”

“you can easily spent in this old area about 2-3 hours going around the old alleys and
enjoing the colorful shops.”

Learn More

See 19 Experiences

Disney Store
50 reviews
#24 of 557 Shopping in Shanghai

“Be prepared to spend a relative amount of time there shopping!”

“It is before the gates where you enter the park.”

Learn More
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See 7 Experiences

Long Museum (West Bund)
77 reviews
#27 of 557 Shopping in Shanghai

“The museum is a great addition to an interesting neighborhood - and it  also offers a nice
cafe and excellent gift shop.”

“Take the subway and then mobike or taxi your way here.”

Learn More
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See 3 Experiences

See 1 Experience

See 2 Experiences
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